Our Vision
QEII is a theatre where individuals are
inspired and nurtured by the crew who
provide the script and the freedom to ad lib.
Each individual can then perform to the best
of their ability leaving with the confidence to
go out onto the stage of life, their
performance resonating with you forever.

Our Aims
To enable the individual to achieve his/her
maximum potential by providing an
appropriate teaching and learning
environment and a curriculum which is
innovative, creative, flexible, stimulating and
relevant to the individual
To provide equal opportunities for all, that
respect the individual’s right to make choices
To ensure the individual's educational
placement is appropriate and responds
to his / her needs
To develop independence, confidence and self
-esteem
To promote and share a pride in achievement
To work in partnership to support our families
To prepare the student for a smooth transition
to adult life
To be a respected part of our local community

Mission Statement
L – Learn
E – Enjoy
A – Achieve
R – Respect
N – No matter who we are

Pupil Charter
See me as a person
Allow me to keep my dignity
Acknowledge my right to privacy
Show me respect
Be sensitive to my needs and feelings
Tell me how you are going to help me
before hand
Respect my personal space by not
touching me inappropriately and help
me to respond likewise
Talk to me not about me
Celebrate my strengths and differences
Help me to achieve
Help me to develop my own interests
Encourage me to behave appropriately
Help me to make appropriate choices

Shared Values

Care (A mini vision)
The gardeners are planting a flower bed where all the
seeds will grow. They all need to develop strong roots
and the gardeners work hard to provide them with
sufficient space, nourishment and care. They keep them
safe from harm
and when individual plants are ready they are potted on
to flourish.
We are gardeners sowing seeds which will grow to
develop strong roots. We work together to give them
space, nourishment and care. We keep them safe and
protect them from storms. With mutual support we all
flourish.

Shared Values
Consistency (A mini vision)
Everyone knows the rules of the game.
The players are on the pitch, the officials are
in place and the boundaries are set.
There is space to move around, excitement
and challenge, the ball may even go out.
The officials and players keep the game
flowing fairly, at the final whistle the crowd
cheer, ‘what a great match’.

Shared Values
Integrity (A mini vision)
Look in the mirror and what can you see, I
see someone living out what they believe.
We sparkle with honesty, trust and respect
after all, it’s what we expect.
Now look in your mirror and shine.

Shared Values
Creativity
Think outside of the box to fill your canvas
with fun, colour, passion, energy and
originality. You have created your own
masterpiece.

Shared Values
Empowerment (A mini vision)
Empowerment – he moves his head and the fan
comes on, his face lights up.
Empowerment – they stand on stage confidently
delivering their lines, they stand taller.
Empowerment – she signs to tell a joke, she laughs
with delight.
Empowerment happens in a moment, moments
combine and confidence grows, confidence shines
out as self-belief.

